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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A.  My name is Philip Rukosuev, and my business address is 527 E. Capitol Avenue, 2 

Springfield, Illinois 62701. 3 

 4 

Q.  By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 5 

A.   I am currently employed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or 6 

“Commission”) as a Rates Analyst in the Rates Department of the Financial 7 

Analysis Division.  My responsibilities include rate design and cost of service 8 

analyses for electric, gas, water and sewer utilities and the preparation of 9 

testimony on rates and rate related matters. 10 

 11 

Q.  Please discuss your educational and professional background. 12 

A.  I received a B.A. in Economics and Business Administration (Magna Cum Laude) 13 

from the University of Illinois at Springfield in May of 2007.  I completed the 14 

degree requirements for a Master’s degree in Accounting (with Highest Honors) 15 

from the University of Illinois at Springfield (all-but-thesis) and expect to officially 16 

receive my degree in early spring 2012.   17 

 18 

I have been employed by the Commission since September of 2008.  I have 19 

provided testimony and performed related ratemaking tasks. My testimony has 20 

addressed cost-of-service, rate design, that concern electric, gas, water and 21 

sewer utilities. 22 

 23 
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Q.  What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 24 

A.  The purpose of my testimony is to:  1) present the results of my review of the 25 

cost of service studies (“ECOSSs”) that Commonwealth Edison Company 26 

(“ComEd" or “Company”) submitted in this proceeding; 2) address the 27 

Company’s proposed functionalization of General and Intangible Plant (“G&I 28 

Plant”) costs to its distribution function; 3) discuss how protocols from Public Act 29 

97-0616 enacted as Section 16-108.5(c)(4) (“formula rate law”) of the Public 30 

Utilities Act (“Act”)  pertaining to the functional allocation of common costs to 31 

distribution should be addressed; and 3) examine the Company’s proposed 32 

revisions to existing ComEd tariffs as a result of implementing Rate DSPP 33 

stemming from Section 16-108.5.  34 

 35 

Q.  Are you sponsoring any schedules or attachments with your testimony?  36 

A.  Yes. I am sponsoring the following attachments: 37 
 38 

 Attachment A - Company response to Staff Data Request (“DR”) PR 1.01 39 

referencing PR 1.01_Attach 1. 40 

 Attachment B - Company response to Staff data request PR. 5.01 41 

referencing PR 5.01_Attach 1. 42 

 43 

Q.  Please summarize your findings and conclusions. 44 

A.  My findings and conclusions are as follows:  45 

1) With the exception of a number of shortcomings identified as presented later 46 

in my testimony, I have found no major issues that would prevent the 47 
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acceptance of ComEd’s ECOSS, ComEd Ex. 10.2 TB, which reflects the 48 

amendments HB 3036 (“Trailer Bill”) makes to Section 16-108.5 . 49 

2) I recommend the Commission reject the Company’s proposed changes to the 50 

manner it allocates G&I plant to the distribution function. The Commission 51 

should instead direct the Company to use the G&I functional allocation 52 

method the Commission adopted in the last ComEd rate case, Docket No. 10-53 

0467. The impact of adopting my alternative approach on ComEd’s revenue 54 

requirement is presented in Staff witness Richard Bridal’s direct testimony 55 

(ICC Staff Exhibit 5.0, Schedule 5.03).  56 

3) With respect to the protocols from Section 16-108.5(c)(4) of the Act pertaining 57 

to the functional allocation of common costs to distribution, I recommend the 58 

Commission adopt the methodology I propose, which is consistent with what 59 

it adopted in its Order in Docket No. 10-0467,  and find that methodology 60 

prudent and reasonable.   61 

4) The Company’s proposed tariff language for Rate DSPP and other 62 

housekeeping updates are reasonable and should be adopted.  63 

 64 

Q.  How is your testimony organized? 65 

A. My testimony is organized into four parts.  66 

I) I present the results of my analysis of the ECOSS that ComEd submitted in 67 

this filing. 68 

II) I discuss my position on ComEd’s proposed changes to the manner it 69 

allocates G&I plant to the distribution function. 70 
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III) I discuss how protocols from Section 16-108.5(c)(4) of the formula rate law 71 

pertaining to the functional allocation of common costs to distribution should 72 

be addressed. 73 

IV) I discuss my position with respect to the new electric tariff pages as a result of 74 

implementing Rate DSPP submitted by the Company pursuant to Section 16-75 

108.5. 76 

 77 

I. EMBEDDED COST OF SERVICE STUDY (“ECOSS”)  AND RATE DESIGN 78 

 79 

Q. What are the ECOSS issues that arise in this case? 80 

A. As Staff Witness Lazare testifies, (ICC Staff Ex. 9.0), the formula rate law 81 

provides a roadmap for how cost of service and rate design should be addressed 82 

in this case. As Mr. Lazare notes, the formula rate law states that the cost of 83 

service and rate design should be consistent with the Commission’s most recent 84 

rate order, the Order in Docket No. 10-0467. (220 ILCS 5/16.111.5(c))  This 85 

means that the cost of service issues in this proceeding concern whether the 86 

Company’s ECOSS is consistent with the approach approved in the 87 

Commission’s Docket 10-0467 Order. (Order, Docket 10-0467, May 24, 2011) 88 

 89 

Q.  Please describe the role of an ECOSS in the design of electric rates. 90 

A.  An ECOSS plays an essential role in the process of designing cost-based rates 91 

which has been a longstanding principle for the Commission. An ECOSS is 92 

performed to allocate costs among all customer classes to determine each 93 
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customer class’ respective responsibility for the costs imposed on the utility. The 94 

results are summarized in rates of return for customer classes, which document 95 

each customer class’ relative performance in recovering costs. Classes 96 

generating above average returns are considered to be paying more than their 97 

fair share of the Company’s revenue requirement, while classes with below 98 

average returns are viewed as paying too little. Basing rates on costs is both 99 

efficient and equitable. It is efficient because the price that consumers pay 100 

reflects the cost of providing electricity and, thus, what ratepayers pay is aligned 101 

with the cost to society of providing that service.  102 

 103 

Q.  How does an ECOSS categorize utility costs? 104 

A.  An ECOSS categorizes utility costs in three ways. The first step divides up costs 105 

according to utility functions such as transmission, distribution, customer costs, 106 

and administrative and general costs. The costs of transmission and sub 107 

transmission are generally considered fixed costs that do not vary with the 108 

quantity of energy transmitted. The costs of electric distribution systems are 109 

affected primarily by demand and by the number of customers. Costs 110 

functionalized as customer service are related to the number of customers and, 111 

therefore, can be classified as customer costs as well.1 The second step 112 

classifies costs as either customer demand or energy related. This step guides 113 

the process of determining how those costs should be recovered through the 114 

customer charge (costs that are directly related to the number of customers 115 

                                            
1
 The Electric Utility Cost Allocation Manual, January 1992, p. 21, NARUC. 
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served), demand charge (costs that vary with the KW demand) and usage 116 

charge. Third, costs are allocated among customer classes based on cost-117 

causation principles to determine their share of responsibility for overall system 118 

costs.  119 

 120 

Q.  What role does an ECOSS play in the rate design process? 121 

A.  An ECOSS serves as a foundation for cost-based rates. It identifies the 122 

responsibility of each customer class for overall system costs. The ECOSS also 123 

provides a foundation for rate design by generating cost-based customer, 124 

demand and energy charges for each rate class. 125 

 126 

Q.  Has the Company prepared an ECOSS for this proceeding? 127 

A.  Yes.  In fact, ComEd filed two separate ECOSSs:  ComEd Ex. 10.1 is ComEd’s 128 

ECOSS reflecting the revenue requirement calculated under Public Act 97-0616 129 

enacted on October 26, 2011.  ComEd Ex. 10.2 TB is ComEd’s ECOSS 130 

(“ECOSS TB”) reflecting the assumption that HB 3036 (Trailer Bill), which 131 

amends P.A. 97-0616, would become law. Both ECOSSs are presented and 132 

discussed in the direct testimony of Charles S. Tenorio, ComEd Ex. 10.0.  133 

 134 

Q.  Which of the two ECOSSs do you focus on in this proceeding? 135 

A.  On December 30, 2011, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn signed the Trailer Bill into 136 

law. Given the passage of the Trailer Bill, the ECOSS in ComEd Ex. 10.1 is now 137 

moot. Therefore, the focus of my discussion is on ECOSS TB included with Mr. 138 
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Tenorio’s Direct Testimony, ComEd Ex. 10.2. Essentially, ComEd Ex. 10.2 139 

incorporates the directives in the Commission’s recent rate Order in Docket No. 140 

10-0467.  The fact that I do not address an issue in an ECOSS should not be 141 

interpreted as implied acceptance by me of any position taken by ComEd or any 142 

other party, unless I state otherwise in my testimony. 143 

 144 

Q.  Please describe the ECOSS presented by the Company in this case. 145 

A.  ComEd presented a conventional ECOSS that determines the revenue 146 

requirement only for ComEd’s distribution and customer-related services. Its 147 

structure is substantially the same as studies proposed in prior ComEd delivery 148 

service rate cases. Most importantly, the basic structure and functioning of the 149 

ECOSS presented in this proceeding is consistent with the most recent rulings of 150 

the Commission in Docket No. 10-0467. The ECOSS provides the information 151 

required by Schedule E-6 of Section 285.5110 of Commission regulations, 152 

including rates of return by customer classes under present and proposed rates. 153 

 154 

Q. Do you find ComEd’s approach to be reasonable for the areas of the 155 

ECOSS and rate design that you reviewed? 156 

A.  No major issues have come to my attention that prevent me from recommending 157 

the acceptance of the Company’s proposed ECOSS for ratemaking in this case. 158 

Furthermore, the ECOSS is consistent with the directives approved by the 159 

Commission and submitted as part of the compliance filing in Docket No. 10-160 

0467.  161 
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 162 

Q. Have you nevertheless identified a shortcoming in the Company’s ECOSS? 163 

A. Yes. First, according to ComEd’s response to Staff DR PR 5.01, the Company 164 

identified a number of data entry errors in the ECOSSs that should be corrected 165 

in its rebuttal testimony. I have included that attachment as Attachment B.  It 166 

illustrates these errors corresponding to the 215.99% and 316.31% percent 167 

changes. Second, I have identified a shortcoming in the Company’s allocation to 168 

functions that I will address in the next section of my testimony.  169 

 170 

II. FUNCTIONALIZATION OF G&I PLANT 171 

 172 

Q. Please describe G&I plant. 173 

A. G&I plant fall into the category of common costs, which are costs that serve 174 

multiple utility functions. General Plant consists of assets such as land and land 175 

rights, buildings and structures, office furniture and equipment, transportation 176 

equipment, stores equipment, tools, shop and garage equipment, laboratory 177 

equipment, power operated equipment and communication equipment, 178 

miscellaneous equipment and other tangible property.  Intangible Plant consists 179 

of amounts paid for organization (for example, fees paid to deferral or state 180 

governments for the privilege of incorporation and expenditures incident to 181 

organizing the corporation), franchises and consents, and miscellaneous 182 
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intangible plant such as software or systems that are purchased or developed for 183 

use by the Company.2  184 

 185 

Q. Please explain the term functionalization”? 186 

A. In general terms, functionalization means assigning assets and expenses to the 187 

Company’s Illinois-jurisdictional distribution function or to the Federal Energy 188 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”)-jurisdictional transmission function. Proper 189 

functionalization would result in the Commission setting rates on facilities that 190 

perform local distribution functions while FERC sets rates on facilities that 191 

transmit power in interstate commerce.  ComEd, like any other public utility in 192 

Illinois, uses the seven indicators that FERC listed in its Order No. 888 in 193 

determining whether facilities are classified as “local distribution facilities,” and 194 

thus subject to state Commission jurisdiction. 195 

 196 

Q. What functional allocation approach is currently used for these costs? 197 

A. ComEd currently functionalizes its General Plant (Accounts 389-399) and 198 

Intangible Plant (Accounts 301-303) using a combination of generic functional 199 

allocators (“general labor allocators”) and direct assignments approved by the 200 

Commission in Docket Nos. 10-0467, 08-0532, 07-0566, 05-0597, and prior 201 

cases. 202 

 203 

Q. What changes does ComEd propose? 204 

                                            
2
 Working Copy of the Uniform System of Accounts for Electric Utilities Operating in Illinois, August 1, 

2007, p. 96-97. 
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A. ComEd proposes a new allocation approach that places much greater reliance 205 

on general allocators for determining the distribution share of these costs.  While 206 

ComEd continues to directly assign the largest G&I plant Account, Account 397, 207 

using the same direct assignment study methodology that was approved for this 208 

Account in Docket Nos. 10-0467, 08-0532, 07-0566 and 05-0597, ComEd 209 

proposes to functionalize the remaining G&I plant Accounts using a general labor 210 

allocator (“W&S allocator”) instead of using a mix of general allocators and other 211 

methods approved by the Commission in past proceedings.  The W&S allocator 212 

proposed in this proceeding is the same allocator that ComEd proposed and the 213 

Commission rejected in Docket No. 10-0467. 214 

 215 

Q. Has the Company estimated the impact of these changes on its proposed 216 

revenue requirement? 217 

A. Yes. In response to Staff DR PR 1.01, Attachment A to my testimony, the 218 

Company stated that, if the previously allowed allocation factors for Account 389, 219 

Account 390, Account 392, and Accounts 394 - 396 were used in its formula rate 220 

filing (i.e., if the current Commission approved allocation method for G&I plant 221 

was reflected in its filing), the Company’s formula rate filing would have changed 222 

as follows: 223 

1. Proposed rate base would decrease by the net amount of $18,197,000224 

 reducing the Company proposed revenue requirement by $2,055,000.  225 

2. Proposed depreciation expense would decrease by $492,000.  226 
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3. The net change to the Company proposed revenue requirement would 227 

be a decrease of $2,547,000. 228 

 229 

Q. What arguments does ComEd make for its proposed changes to these 230 

allocators? 231 

A. In response to Staff DR PR 3.02 (i), ComEd justifies the change in allocation 232 

methods as follows:  1) it aligns with the method used by FERC in ComEd’s 233 

Transmission rates which also incorporates a W&S allocator for G&I plant; 2) it 234 

provides a more straightforward streamlined approach which is consistent with 235 

the overall objective of a formula rate; and 3) it is a reasonable cost-based 236 

method. 237 

 238 

Q. Do you consider the Company’s rationale of achieving consistency 239 

between the FERC’s transmission formula rate and the ICC distribution 240 

formula rate problematic? 241 

A. Yes. Generally speaking, the Company’s rationale is problematic for two 242 

reasons.  First, cost allocation should be guided by the cost causation principle 243 

and not by achieving consistency in the functionalization of transmission and 244 

distribution costs with another jurisdiction. The Commission lacks jurisdiction to 245 

investigate or modify FERC jurisdictional transmission rates. The focus should be 246 

cost causation and on that basis the Company has, so far, failed to make the 247 

case for its proposed change. 248 

 249 
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Second, the Company has failed to demonstrate that its proposed approach is, in 250 

fact, consistent with the transmission formula rate. Neither Mr. Tenorio nor 251 

ComEd witness Houtsma explain the mechanics behind the assertion that there 252 

will be no overlaps or gaps using the proposed methodology. The Commission 253 

has limited means (outside its jurisdiction) to obtain the information it needs to 254 

ensure that the W&S allocator that is also used by FERC in the determination of 255 

the transmission formula rate will in fact result in consistency between 256 

jurisdictions, ensuring that the costs are neither over-recovered nor under-257 

recovered.  258 

 259 

Q. What arguments does the Company provide to demonstrate it is a more 260 

straightforward and streamlined allocation methodology? 261 

A. ComEd presents two arguments on this point.  The first pertains to Accounts 389 262 

and 390 which were previously allocated through a combination of a Property 263 

Usage analysis (applied to only about 15% of the amounts recorded in those 264 

accounts) and the wages and salaries allocator. According to Ms. Houtsma:  265 

 [b]ecause Property Usage analysis is very time consuming, subjective, 266 
and subject to change over time as departments relocate; therefore I 267 
believe that application of a salaries and wages allocator for the entirety of 268 
Accounts 389 and 390 provides a reasonable alternative without 269 
sacrificing accuracy.  270 

 271 
(ComEd Ex. 2.0, p. 29.) 272 

 273 

 The second argument concerns Account 394 which was previously allocated by 274 

use of a gross plant allocator. According to Ms. Houtsma:  275 
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 [w]hile it is not unreasonable to assume that the usage of this equipment 276 
will vary in proportion to the type of plant investment, it also is reasonable 277 
to assume that the usage of tools will correlate to a labor-based allocator 278 
because the tools and equipment are used by employees. Neither method 279 
is perfect, although both can be considered reasonable.  280 

 281 
(Id.) 282 

  283 

Q. What is your opinion of these arguments? 284 

A. I find those arguments to be deficient.  First, in each case Ms. Houtsma claims 285 

that the Company’s proposed alternative is “reasonable.” She fails to provide any 286 

reason why it is more reasonable than the currently approved approach. 287 

Furthermore, there is reason to believe that the proposed approach is less 288 

accurate than the current method. The proposed approach uses more general 289 

allocators and less direct assignments for the allocation of these costs. That is 290 

inconsistent with the past practices of the Company and Commission rate orders 291 

that favored direct assignment over general allocation wherever possible. 292 

 293 

 Second, the Company did not provide any rationale supporting its revised 294 

methodology to jurisdictionally allocate G&I plant for Account 303, Account 392, 295 

Account 395, and Account 396. 296 

 297 

Q. With respect to the third argument, do you consider the Company’s 298 

proposed allocation method to be a reasonable cost based method? 299 

A. The reasonableness of the Company’s proposed approach is questionable at 300 

best. Over the years, ComEd proposed an array of allocation methods for G&I 301 

plant. For example, in ICC Docket No. 99-0117, ComEd’s first delivery service 302 
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case, ComEd proposed to allocate Account 389 and Account 390 on the basis of 303 

number of employees. (ComEd Response to PR DR 3.02 a)  In ICC Docket No. 304 

01-0423, ComEd proposed to allocate Account 389 and Account 390 on the 305 

basis of a square footage analysis. (Id.) In ICC Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd 306 

again proposed an allocation of these accounts on the basis of a square footage 307 

analysis. (Id.) Currently, Accounts 389 and 390 are allocated through a 308 

combination of a Property Usage analysis and the use of a general allocator.  309 

 310 

 With respect to Account 394, in ICC Docket Nos. 99-0117, 01-0423 and 05-0597, 311 

ComEd proposed to allocate Account 394 using the gross plant allocator. This 312 

allocation method was used in Docket Nos. 07-0566, and 08-0532.  In Docket 313 

10-0467, the Commission rejected a Company’s proposed W&S allocator for this 314 

account.  The gross plant allocator is a general allocator, as is the W&S allocator. 315 

Nevertheless, according to the Company, the W&S allocator is preferable 316 

because it provides alignment with the transmission rate and ensures that plant 317 

costs recorded in Account 394 are fully recovered. (ComEd response to Staff DR 318 

3.03 d)) 319 

 320 

 The fact remains that the change in the allocation method is not only 321 

questionable based on merit, but also is significant , because it corresponds to 322 

an approximately $18,197,000 increase in rate base, corresponding to a net 323 

increase of $2,547,000 to the Company’s proposed revenue requirement.  Given 324 

ComEd’s tangible benefits from this change, ratepayers should not be penalized 325 
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by a reallocation of G&I plant account balances to delivery services.  ComEd’s 326 

proposed functionalization clearly conflicts with conflicts with prior Commission 327 

decisions set in Docket No. 10-0467 and prior cases. 328 

 329 

Q. Please discuss the previous positions of the Company and Commission on 330 

the functionalization of G&I plant costs. 331 

A. In the past, the Commission strongly supported the use of direct assignment. As 332 

far back as Docket No. 99-0013,3 the Commission stated the following 333 

concerning the direct assignment approach:  334 

As a general proposition, the Commission believes that direct assignment 335 
of costs is superior to the application of general allocators if the costs are 336 
suited to direct assignment and sufficient cost data is available to make 337 
direct assignments.  338 

 339 
         (Order, Docket No. 99-0013, p. 61) 340 
 341 

The Commission reaffirmed its preference for direct assignment specifically with 342 

respect to G&I plant in Docket No. 05-0597, where it stated: 343 

 344 
Further, the Commission agrees with ComEd that the use of “direct 345 
assignment” of costs is the preferred approach over the general labor 346 
allocator approach. Because determining such costs is possible, the 347 
Commission is in agreement with ComEd that direct assignment be used 348 
in this case. Additionally, the Commission points out that the record 349 
evidence supports the fact that were the general labor allocator approach 350 
to be used in this case, general and intangible plant costs in rate base 351 
would in fact increase.  352 

 353 
         (Order, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 27, emphasis added) 354 
 355 

                                            
3
 The Commission initiated Docket No. 99-0013, an investigation concerning the unbundling of delivery 

services under Section 16-108 of the Public Utilities Act.  
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 The Company also strongly supported the use of direct assignment.  In 356 

discussing the assignment of G&I plant in Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd witness 357 

Hill stated:  358 

Fundamentally, the direct assignment of costs to the Illinois-jurisdictional 359 
rate base is the preferred, and most accurate, method of determining 360 
these costs for purposes of the revenue requirement. Only when costs 361 
cannot be specifically identified as attributable to Illinois-jurisdictional 362 
service would a “second-best” assignment method be appropriate. This 363 
alternate assignment method may employ a general allocator, provided 364 
that the general allocator reflects a cost-causation relationship to the cost 365 
being allocated. This functionalization process, direct assignment 366 
supplemented by a second best approach based on cost-causation 367 
relationships, allows the utility the opportunity to recover all costs 368 
associated with the provision of Illinois-jurisdictional delivery service.  369 

 370 
(Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd Ex. 5.0 Corrected, p. 18, emphasis added) 371 

 372 

 Furthermore, in his rebuttal testimony in that docket, (Docket No. 05-0597), Mr. 373 

Hill stated: 374 

 375 
Mr. Alan Heintz shares this opinion. For example, testifying on behalf of 376 
ComEd in this proceeding (ComEd Ex. 11.0), and clearly an expert on 377 
such matters, based on his background and qualifications outlined in such 378 
testimony, in ComEd Ex. 11.0, at page 15, lines 316-317, in response to 379 
the question “which of the two methods (direct assignment versus generic 380 
functionalization ratios) is more accurate”, he responds,  “direct 381 
assignment, based on detailed studies, is inherently more accurate than 382 
any general allocation methodology”.  383 

 384 
(Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd Ex. 19.0, p. 14, emphasis added) 385 

 386 

  In Docket Nos. 10-0467, 08-0532, and 07-0566 the Company successfully 387 

proposed a combination of direct assignment and generic functional allocators. 388 

Attachment A illustrates that the Commission’s approved manner of 389 

functionalizing G&I plant Accounts for those dockets differs from what ComEd 390 
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proposes to do in the current proceeding.  As stated in Docket No. 07-0566 by 391 

ComEd witnesses Houtsma and Frank:  392 

 393 
The study of ComEd’s General Plant and Intangible Plant employs the 394 
same approach that it used, and that was approved by the Commission, in 395 
ComEd’s 2005 rate case, ICC Docket No. 05-0597. ComEd used direct 396 
assignment of General Plant and Intangible Plant items where it could 397 
reasonably be done. Otherwise, the costs were allocated using an 398 
appropriate cost-causative allocation factor, such as the salary and wages 399 
allocator, commonly referred to as the “general labor allocator,” or a gross 400 
plant allocator.  401 

 402 
(Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd Ex. 7.0, p. 15-16.) 403 

 404 

 Such a combination allocation approach was also supported by the Commission 405 

in an earlier rate order: 406 

The Commission finds that ComEd’s varied approach to the 407 
functionalization of expenses, which includes the use of direct assignment 408 
and labor allocators where appropriate, is preferable to a “one size fits all” 409 
approach which was advocated by some of the parties in this proceeding.  410 

 411 
(Order, Docket No. 01-0423,p. 46, emphasis added)  412 

 413 
 414 
The Commission finds that ComEd’s varied approach to the 415 
functionalization of expenses, which includes the use of direct assignment 416 
and labor allocators, where appropriate, is reasonable and comports with 417 
our determination in Docket 99-0013. We believe that the Company’s 418 
proposed “hybrid” approach satisfies that objective.  419 

 420 
          (Id., p. 79, emphasis added) 421 

 422 

 Finally, the generic W&S allocator proposed in this proceeding is the same 423 

allocator that was proposed by ComEd in Docket No. 10-0467. In its Final Order, 424 

the Commission rejected that allocator for G&I plant, stating as follows: 425 

ComEd contends that use of the new procedure is inconsequential, as if 426 
the previous methods for functionalizing General and Intangible plant had 427 
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been used, it would have only been about 1.2% lower than the 428 
$1,280,718,000 gross plant that ComEd seeks here. In fact, however, this 429 
1.2% is still several million dollars. It is $15,368,616, which is not a trivial 430 
amount. This contravenes Ms. Houtsma’s testimony that ComEd will not 431 
over-recover or under-recover using the new methodology. It also belies 432 
ComEd’s contention that this methodology does not assign more costs to 433 
distribution service. The Commission agrees with Staff that these 434 
proposed changes should be rejected.  ComEd proffers no reason that 435 
justifies imposing this additional cost upon ratepayers. The Commission 436 
does not approve ComEd’s proposed new accounting procedures.   437 

 438 
(Order. Docket No. 10-0467, May 24, 2011, p. 42) 439 
 440 

Q. Do the Company’s arguments in this case take note of these previous 441 

positions? 442 

A. No. The fact is that ComEd retains the burden to provide adequate proof to 443 

support its proposal to jurisdictionally allocate G&I plant. The Company needs to 444 

provide a clear explanation as to whether such allocations to distribution are cost 445 

based and if not, on what basis are they deemed appropriate.  The Company has 446 

failed to perform this essential and necessary step, and to explain why the 447 

current allocators it utilizes, which the Commission considered just and 448 

reasonable in past proceedings, need to be changed.  449 

 450 

Q. Based on the preceding discussion, what do you recommend regarding the 451 

Company’s proposed changes to the functionalization of G&I plant? 452 

A. Without further information supporting ComEd’s proposal, I recommend such 453 

changes be rejected.  ComEd has failed to present a compelling argument why 454 

the Commission’s previous conclusions on these allocations are deficient and 455 

need to be revised in this case.  The impact of adopting my alternative approach 456 
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(i.e., utilize the Commission approved allocation method in Docket No. 10-0467) 457 

on ComEd’s revenue requirement is presented in Staff witness Bridal’s (ICC Staff 458 

Exhibit 5.0, Schedule 5.03) proposed adjustments to G&I plant. 459 

 460 

SECTION 16-108.5(C)(4) PROTOCOLS 461 

 462 

Q. What Section 16-108.5(c)(4) protocols are you addressing? 463 

A. I address the provisions of Section 16-108.5(c)(4) that permit and set forth 464 

protocols for functional allocation for common costs to distribution, subject to a 465 

determination of prudence and reasonableness consistent with Commission 466 

practice and law. I am addressing the protocols pertaining to the functional 467 

allocation of common costs to distribution.  Staff witness Knepler is addressing 468 

the protocol concerning the wages and salaries allocator used in the functional 469 

allocation of common costs to distribution.  Staff witness Lazare addresses the 470 

protocols for historical weather normalized billing determinants and allocation 471 

methods for common costs among customer classes. 472 

 473 

Q.      What do you recommend with respect to the functional allocation of 474 

common costs protocol? 475 

A.       I recommend the Commission reject the Company’s proposed changes to the 476 

manner it allocates G&I plant to the distribution function. The Commission should 477 

instead direct the Company to use the G&I functional allocation method the 478 

Commission adopted in the last ComEd rate case, Docket No. 10-0467. The 479 
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impact of adopting my alternative approach on ComEd’s revenue requirement is 480 

presented in Staff witness Richard Bridal’s direct testimony (ICC Staff Exhibit 5.0, 481 

Schedule 5.03).  482 

 483 

RATE DSPP - DELIVERY SERVICE PRICING AND PERFORMANCE: TARRIFF 484 

REVISIONS 485 

 486 

Q. What is Rate DSPP and its purpose? 487 

A. Rate DSPP tariff is applicable to all retail customers.  Rate DSPP establishes the 488 

formulae that determine the delivery service revenue requirement and the 489 

resulting delivery service charges to customers. According to ILL. C. C. N. 10 490 

Original Sheet No. 417, the purpose of Rate DSPP is defined as follows: 491 

 “The purpose of this tariff is to effectuate the provisions of Section 16-492 
108.5 of the Public Utilities Act (Act) to allow the Company to recover its 493 
delivery service costs through the application of a formula rate that 494 
operates in a transparent and standardized manner with annual updates 495 
using information published by the Company in accordance with various 496 
federal and state reporting requirements.” 497 

 498 
 The initial performance-based formula rate revenue requirement is translated into 499 

delivery service charges using a formula presented in the tariff and cost 500 

allocations and a rate design consistent with those approved by the Commission 501 

in Docket No. 10-0467. (ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 15) 502 

 503 

Q. Are there language changes that the Company is proposing for its 504 

 electric tariffs? 505 
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A. Yes.  The Company proposes a range of revisions to its electric tariffs that are 506 

necessary to implement Rate DSPP. Company witness Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 507 

10.0) addresses the required revisions to existing ComEd tariffs as a result of 508 

implementing Rate DSPP. (ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 15) 509 

 510 

Q. Do you recommend approval of the proposed tariff revisions? 511 

A. Yes.  Upon consideration of the tariff revisions as a result of implementing Rate 512 

DSPP, I believe the proposed tariff language along with other housekeeping 513 

updates represents a reasonable effort to implement the applicable portions of 514 

the Act. The Company’s proposed Rate DSPP tariff and the associated revisions 515 

to other ComEd tariffs add clarity and consistency across the tariff sheets. The 516 

fact that I do not address an issue regarding the tariff revisions, however,  should 517 

not be interpreted as my implied acceptance of any position taken by ComEd or 518 

any other party, unless I state otherwise in my testimony. 519 

 520 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 521 

A. Yes, it does. 522 
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Commonwealth Edison Company - Summary of Allocation Methods

Docket No. 07-0566 Docket No. 08-0532 Docket No. 10-0467 Docket No. 11-0721
INTANGIBLE PLANT

301 Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries
302 N/A - No $ N/A - No $ N/A - No $ N/A - No $
303 (1) (1) (1) Wages and Salaries

GENERAL PLANT
389 Property Usage (2) Property Usage (2) Property Usage (2) Wages and Salaries
390 Property Usage (2) Property Usage (2) Property Usage (2) Wages and Salaries
391 Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries
392 Transporation Asset Transporation Asset Transporation Asset Wages and Salaries
393 Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries
394 T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant Wages and Salaries
395 T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant Wages and Salaries
396 T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant T&D Gross Plant Wages and Salaries
397 Direct Assignment (3) Direct Assignment (3) Direct Assignment (3) Direct Assignment (3)
398 Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries Wages and Salaries
399 ARO - Exlcuded ARO - Exlcuded ARO - Exlcuded ARO - Exlcuded

ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL
920 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
921 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
922 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
923 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
924 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
925 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
926 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
927 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
928 Direct Assignment Direct Assignment Direct Assignment Direct Assignment
929 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
930 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
931 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
932 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
933 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
934 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)
935 Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4) Wages and Salaries (4)

(1) Only CIMS software was directly assigned. Other systems were allocated using Wages and Salaries or T&D Gross Plant
(2) In the study, Property Usage analysis applied to only about 15% of the amounts recorded in accounts 389 and 390. The
remaining 85% was allocated through the use of a general allocator.
(3) Based on annual Communications Equipment Study
(4) Allocator applied after rate making adjustments
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Cell Column Line
ComEd Ex. 10.1 and 

10.2
Compliance ECOSS 

(Docket No. 10‐0467) Percent Change Comment
$J$13 Tran/NonD 7 83,609,009                   41,438,293                           101.77% The main difference is the exclusion of about $25.9 million AMI related and about $13.3 million PORCB related software plant 

cost that are non DST in 11‐0721 because these costs are recovered through Rider AMP and Rider PORCB.  Please see page 1 of 
the Metering Services Intangible Plant ECOSS work paper.   In the initial filing in 10‐0467, AMI related and PORCB related 
software costs were included in the ICC Jurisdictional revenue requirement.

$Y$13 Mtr Srv 7 157,907,267                 49,972,489                           215.99% The main difference is a data entry error in 11‐0721.  The functionalization factors for Metering Services and Distribution shown 
at lines 336 and 337 under the Total column of Sch. 1b of ECOSS are reversed.  Please see page 1 of the Metering Services 
Intangible Plant ECOSS work paper.  ComEd will make this correction in its rebuttal testimony.

$J$14 Tran/NonD 8 83,617,673                   41,447,455                           101.74% See explanation for cell J13. 
$Y$14 Mtr Srv 8 157,919,193                 49,984,901                           215.93% See explanation for cell Y13. 
$S$27 Sh Trfm 21 ‐                                  2,670,322                              ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 

prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements
$G$33 Adj 27 (35,052,700)                  (9,405,604)                            272.68% Approximately $25.6 milllion difference mainly due to two exclusions, $24.1 million and $2.6 million, in Docket No. 11‐0721 for 

costs recovered through Rider AMP and Rider EDA, respectively.
$S$33 Sh Trfm 27 ‐                                  2,670,322                              ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 

prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements
$G$52 Adj 46 (35,892,350)                  (10,298,484)                          248.52% See explanation for cell G33. 
$S$52 Sh Trfm 46 ‐                                  2,714,258                              ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 

prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements
$Y$57 Mtr Srv 51 233,250                         4,693,508                              ‐95.03% The higher number in 10‐0467 is mainly due to the AMI meter costs in 10‐0467 and no AMI meter costs in 11‐0721.  Please see 

the last page of the CWIP with no AFUDC ECOSS work papers submitted in the two dockets. 
$G$60 Adj 54 (44,230,350)                  (10,298,484)                          329.48% See explanation for cell G33 and G52 plus about $8 million exclusion in 11‐0721 due to disallowance from previous dockets 

shown in ComEd Ex. 4.1, App 1, lines 4‐7, col. (C).
$S$60 Sh Trfm 54 ‐                                  2,858,326                              ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 

prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements
$Y$64 Mtr Srv 58 (112,809,752)               (27,097,617)                          316.31% The main difference is a data entry error in 11‐0721.  The functionalization factors for Metering Services and Distribution shown 

at lines 346 and 347 under the Total column of Sch. 1b of ECOSS are reversed.  Please see page 1 of the Metering Services 
Intangible Plant ECOSS work paper.   ComEd will make this correction in its rebuttal testimony.

$S$76 Sh Trfm 70 ‐                                  (1,205,431)                            ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 
prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements

$S$81 Sh Trfm 75 ‐                                  (1,205,431)                            ‐100.00% This is the functionalization of lines to primary/secondary transformers‐ the column was included to remain consistent with the 
prior ECOSS, but had no functionalizations due to Commission requirements

$I$96 Fac 90 GP‐394 NONE #VALUE! In 11‐0721, the GP‐394 factor is used in ECOSS to functionalize the depreciation reserve of the asset retirement costs for 
general plant of about $1.3 million.  This $1.3 million figure is shown in ComEd Ex. 4.6, WPB‐1, p2, line 13, col. (D).  In 10‐0467, 
there is no value included in ECOSS for the depreciation reserved of the asset retirement costs for general plant. 

$F$100 Acct Bal 94 (284,647,000)               245,909,000                         ‐215.75% Approximately $531 milllion difference due to $304 million in depreciation rolled forward in Docket No. 11‐0721, $202 million in 
plant retirement estimate excluded in Docket No. 11.‐0721, and $30 million of removal spend from 7 quarters (10‐0467) to 4 
quarters (11‐0721) .

$H$100 Adj Bal 94 (283,636,000)               245,909,000                         ‐215.34% See explanation for cell F100.
$L$100 HVESS 94 (1,348,822)                    1,172,497                              ‐215.04% Values for subfunctions changed due to changes in value being functionalized, see explanation for cell F100
$M$100 HV D Sub 94 (40,487,988)                  35,739,871                           ‐213.29% Values for subfunctions changed due to changes in value being functionalized, see explanation for cell F100
$N$100 HV D Line 94 (7,277,815)                    6,645,663                              ‐209.51% Values for subfunctions changed due to changes in value being functionalized, see explanation for cell F100
$O$100 Sh D Sub 94 (5,365,841)                    4,606,782                              ‐216.48% Values for subfunctions changed due to changes in value being functionalized, see explanation for cell F100
$P$100 2nd D Sub 94 (8,055,589)                    6,873,133                              ‐217.20% Values for subfunctions changed due to changes in value being functionalized, see explanation for cell F100
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